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Introduction: The Debate



1.1. Obligatory Control: Description (modified from Landau 1999) Control is the relation between an understood subject (of a clause) and some antecedent (the controller). Obligatory Control (OC): Controller and the infinitive (or gerund) must be clause-mates. OC: (1) Johni thought that Maryj tried [PROj, *i to acquit herselfj / *himselfi] NOC: (2) Johni thought that it was wrong [PROj,* i to introduce himi to the dean] (Landau 1999) (3) [PROj having travelled all day] the hotel was a vision indeed. (Williams 1992) 1.2.Obligatory Control: Theory Two basic theoretical questions: a) How does OC work? What are the mechanics of OC? b) Why is OC obligatory? b’) OC vs NOC: Why does the understood subject require a local antecedent in (1)? b’’) OC vs no control: Why do certain clauses require referentially dependent subjects? (4) *John advised Mary [her son to consult a doctor]. I will concentrate on (a), and to a certain extent (b’), but I will also say a few words regarding (b’’) towards the end. Two approaches to OC: PRO-based approach: •



There is a lexical item called PRO in the lexicon.



•



The mechanics of OC are determined by certain properties of PRO, and the properties of its syntactic environment.



•



The “obligatoriness” of OC is derived from certain properties of PRO, and the properties of its syntactic environment. 1 



 



Î There is no OC without PRO! Landau’s (1999, 2000, 2004) Agree-based theory is the latest instantiation of this general approach. The Agree-based theory of control (Landau 1999, 2000, 2004) •



PRO is an anaphoric element with unvalued phi-features specified as [-R], pro/lexical DPs have valued phi-features, and are specified as [+R].



•



R-assignment rule: T without morphological agreement is specified as [-R], and has to Agree in this feature with its subject ⇒



•



The subject of infinitives must be PRO to agree with a [-R] T head.



PRO is co-indexed with its controller via a series of φ-Agree operations between the the controller DP, PRO, and certain matrix functional heads.



A schematic version of Landau’s (2004) structure for OC: (5) [... DP[φ:i] ... F[φ:i] ... [ C [ PRO[-R, φ:i] I[-AGR, -R] ... ] φ-Agree Questions: a) Mechanics of OC: multiple φ-Agree between F, controller and PRO. b) Obligatoriness of OC: b’) Locality of the antecedent is derived from the locality of Agree. b’’) Referential dependency of infinitive subjects is stipulated in the form of the Rassignment rule and the fact that PRO is [-R]. PRO-less theories of control: •



There is no PRO.



•



The mechanics of OC have to be represented as interactions of features of garden variety syntactic objects.



•



The “obligatoriness” of OC has to be derived from features of garden variety syntactic objects.



The Movement Theory of Control (MTC, Hornstein 1999, 2001, Boeckx et al. 2010, see also O’Neil 1997) is an instantiation of this approach (another example is Manzini & Roussou’s (2000) theory ).
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MTC •



Control is movement of a DP from the infinitive subject position to a theta-position in the main clause.



•



In Forward Control, the “understood” infinitive subject is a deleted copy of the moved DP (in Backward Control the silent copy is in the matrix clause, cf. Potsdam & Polinsky 2002).



•



Theta-roles are features on verbal heads which must be checked against D-features on DPs.



(6) [... DP[D:i] F[θ:i] ... [ DP[D:i] ... ] θ-Agree



Move



Questions: a) Mechanics of OC: DP movement. b) Obligatoriness of OC: b’) Locality of the antecedent is derived from the locality of Agree and Move. b’’) Referential dependency of infinitive subjects is derived from Case restrictions: the DP must move because the infinitive T does not assign case. (7) *John advised Mary [her son to consult a doctor] – ruled out because her son does not receive case. Outline of the talk: •



In section (2), I discuss a peculiar construction involving a class of object control predicates in Russian, where the object DP appears to be syntactically located within the infinitive clause. In this sense this construction is similar to English-style ECM (‘I expect [Mary to win]’).



•



In section (3), I argue that a straightforward ECM analysis is untenable for the discussed construction due to the presence of selectional restrictions imposed on the object DP by the matrix predicate – a key property of control.



•



In Section (4), I provide an analysis couched within the MTC, and discuss the problems that arise if we try to apply a PRO-based approach to these data. 3 



 



•



In section (5) I look at certain parallels between the pattern that we observe in the realm of control structures and certain patterns from the domain of wh-expressions, and propose a unified analysis.



•



Sections (6)-(7) include a discussion of the conditions which restrict the availability of the discussed type of control structure depending on the matrix predicate, and a discussion of Case assignment in these constructions.
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Overt Subjects of Infinitives in Object Control Constructions



I argue, that speech-act object control predicates (SA-predicates, advise, order, etc.) in Russian can take infinitive complements with overt subjects. (8) DPNOM advised [DPDAT .. Vinf ...] Quantified DPs Dative quantified DPs can scope within the infinitive clause: (9) Učitel’ teacher



velel



dvum



malčikam



ordered



two.DAT boys.DAT



sbegat’



za pomoš’ju.



run.INF



for help



‘There are two boys such that the teacher ordered them to run and get help’ (wide scope) ‘The teacher ordered (someone) that there be two boys who would run and get help’ (narrow scope) ⇒ quantified DPs can either be the object in the main clause, or the subject of the infinitive clause: (10)



The teacher ordered two students [to run and get help]



(11)



The teacher ordered [two students to run and get help



-nibud’ indefinites Indefinites of the –nibud’ series are only licensed in intensional and (to a lesser extent) quantificational contexts (cf. Haspelmath 1997, Yanovich 2006). 4   



(12)



Pet’a



xočet



vstretit’



kogo-nibud' iz svoix odnoklassnic.



Pet’a



wants



meet



who-nibud’ of his



girl-classmates



‘Pet’a wants to meet some of his classmates’ Otherwise, nibud’- indefinites are not felicitous: (13)



*Pet’a



uvidel kogo-nibud’



iz



svoix



Pet’a



saw



of



his



who-nibud’



odnoklassnic. girl-classmates.



But nibud’- indefinites are licensed as dative DPs in constructions with SA-predicates, with obligatory narrow scope: (14)



Vrač



posovetoval komu-nibud’



sxodit’



za



lekarstvami.



doctor



advised



go.INF



for



medicine



who-nibud’.DAT



‘The doctor advised (someone) that there be someone who would go and get some medicine’ *‘There is someone such that the doctor advised her/him to go and get some medicine’ ⇒ -nibud’ indefinites are unambiguously in the infinitive subject position: (15)



The doctor advised [someone to go and get help]



Negative Concord Items Negative concord items (NCI) in Russian are licensed only in the presence of clause-mate negation. (16)



Nikto



sjuda (ne)*



zaxodil.



no one



here



enter



NEG



‘No one came in here’ Negation in the complement clause does not license NCIs in the main clause. (17)



*Učitel’ skazal



nikomu



štoby



sjuda ne



teacher



no one



that



here



told
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zaxodil.



NEG enter



Negation in the infinitive complement does license NCI dative DPs in constructions with SApredictes: (18)



Pet’a posovetoval nikomu Pet’a



advised



iz nas



no one.DAT of us



sjuda ne here



zahodit’.



NEG enter.INF



‘Peter advised that no one of us should enter here’ Absence of negation in the complement clause renders these sentences ungrammatical: (19)



*Pet’a posovetoval nikomu Pet’a



advised



iz nas



no one.DAT of us



sjuda zajti. here



enter.INF



⇒ NCI’s licensed by embedded negation are unambiguously in the infinitive subject position: (20)



Peter advised [no one of us NEG to come in here]



Word order Dative DPs can be scrambled with constituents of the infinitive clause: (21)



Učitel’



prikazal zavtra



teacher



ordered



komu-nibud’



tomorrow who-nibud’.DAT



iz nas



sxodit’



of us



go.INF



k direktoru. to principal ‘The teacher ordered that tomorrow some of us should go to the principal’
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In this case, only narrow scope is allowed: (22)



Učitel’



prikazal zavtra



teacher



ordered



sdat’



raboty



give.in.INF



works



kak minimum dvum



tomorrow at least



uchenikam



two.DAT students.DAT



ok ‘The teacher ordered that tomorrow there be at least two students who give in their works’ * ‘There are at least two students such that the teacher ordered them to give in their works’ 3



Selectional Restrictions and the Binding of Restrictor Effect



An ECM analysis? (23)



John expects [Ed to bring some tea]



Selectional restrictions No selectional restrictions in ECM construction or with for-infinitives: (24)



John expects the lights to work all night



(25)



John asked for the lights to be switched on.



No restrictions on the agentivity of the infinitive subject: (26)



John asked for two students to be examined by the doctor.



On the other hand, selectional restrictions are imposed on the dative DP with SA-predicates: (27)



#Pet’a



prikazal dvum



Pet’a



ordered



fonar’am



two.DAT lights.DAT



rabotat’ vs’u



noch



work.INF all



night



Intended: ‘Peter ordered that two lights should work all night’ (28)



#Pet’a



prikazal dvum



Pet’a



ordered



uchenikam



two.DAT students.DAT



byt’ be.INF



Intended: ‘Peter ordered for two students to be examined’ 7   



obsledovannymi examined



These restrictions are preserved even when the dative DP obligatorily takes narrow scope: (29)



#Pet’a



prikazal kakim-nibud



Pet’a



ordered



fonar’am



which-nibud’.DAT lights.DAT



rabotat’ vs’u



noch



work.INF all



night



Intended: ‘Peter ordered that some lights should work all night’ (30)



#Pet’a



prikazal komu-nibud’



Pet’a



ordered



iz



who-nibud’.DAT of



nas



byt’



obsledovannymi



us



be.INF



examined



Intended: ‘Peter ordered for one of us to be examined’ Compare: (31)



Pet’a prikazal shtoby



dva



fonar’a



rabotali



vs’u



noch



Pet’a ordered



two.NOM



lights



work.SUBJ



all



night



that.SUBJ



‘Peter ordered that two lights should work all night’ (32)



Pet’a prikazal shtoby



dva



Pet’a ordered



two.NOM students



that.SUBJ



uchenika



byli



obsledovany



be.SUBJ examined



‘Peter ordered for two students to be examined’ Where do these selectional restrictions come from? Should we allow for non-local selectional restrictions? Restrictor Binding Effect (RBE) (33)



On



posovetoval kakomu-nibud



he



advised



IT-specialistu



which-nibud’.DAT IT-specialist.DAT



zan’atsa etim take.care this



‘He advised for some IT-specialist to take care of the problem’ Context A: John is the boss at some firm, and his laptop is broken. He addresses a group of his employees and advises for some IT-specialist among them to take care of that problem (otherwise he will be very angry etc.). Context B: Mary comes to Bill with a broken laptop and asks him to fix it. But the problem is too serious for Bill to solve, and so he advises Mary to turn to some IT-specialist. (33) is felicitous in Context A, but not in Context B. 8   



The difference between these contexts is that in A there is a contextually specified group of addressees that restricts the reference of the indefinite infinitive subject (i.e. the IT-specialist must be chosen from among the employees). In B there is no such group of addressees. The representation of (33) is: (34)



He advised proi [some IT-specialist (among proi) to take care of it]



Restrictor Binding Effect (RBE) The DP in the infinitive subject position must have a hidden restrictor bound by the implicit addressee argument of the main predicate. Selectional restrictions can be kept local. (27)-(30) can be attributed to the RBE: the main predicate restricts pro in its argument position, which in turn binds the restrictor of the infinitive subject. There is no direct selectional relation between the matrix predicate and the infinitive subject. But what is the explanation for the RBE? How is this binding relation established? 4



Explaining the RBE: Control via θ-Agree



The MTC framework accounts for the existence of Forward and Backward control configurations. (35)



John advised Mary to [Mary to take rest]



Tsez (Polinsky & Potsdam 2002): (36)



[kid-bā



čorpa



girl.ii.erg soup.iii.abs



b-od-a]



kid



iii-make-inf girl.ii



y-oqsi/*b-oqsi ii-began/*iii-began



‘The girl began to make soup’ Both of these constructions are taken to involve Agree and Move, with subsequent deletion of one of the copies of the moved DP. But another theoretical possibility exists: θ-Agree without Move. I think that this is what happens in Russian RBE constructions: (37)



the doctor advised [someone to get medicine] θ-Agree 9 



 



I will take Agree to involve feature copying from the Probe to the Goal. In (35) the matrix verb has an unvalued θ-feature, so it probes for a matching feature in its ccommand domain. By assumption, categorial [D] features on DPs match θ-feature on verbs. In (35) the verb can find the [D] feature on the infinitive subject, and replace its θ-feature with it. If no Move occurs a problem arise. θ-features correspond to open argument positions on the verb, and simply copying the categorial feature onto the verb won’t help fill in the argument position. Formally, I will take θ-features to be semantically strong. Semantic Strength A semantically strong uninterpretable/unvalued feature requires for the (possibly complex) item which is copied to check this feature to be interpretable in the position to which it is copied (i.e. in the local domain of the attracting head). [D] features are not interpretable on verbal heads on their own, so the only way to satisfy the strength requirement of the attracting θ-feature in (35) is to pied-pipe the whole DP into the local domain of the verb. This results in Forward Control. But suppose that DPs can come with an additional feature, [d], which matches θ-features and is interpretable on verbal heads. Then the configuration depicted in (37) is predicated to be possible: a) the θ-feature on the matrix verb attracts the [d] feature on the infinitive subject; b) the [d] feature is copied onto the verb; c) since the [d] feature is by assumption interpretable on verbal heads, the strength requirement of the θ-feature is satisfied, and no Move is enforced. What could such a [d] feature be? I propose that [d] encodes the reference to the hidden restrictor, and is consequently present only on DPs with hidden restrictors. The RBE follows. Here is the derivation of a control construction involving a DP with a hidden restrictor: (38) •



vP[



the doctor vo VP[ advised{uθ} TP[ someone{D,d} To [ to get medicine ] ] ] ]



The semantically strong [uθ] feature on the main verb probes and finds a DP with two θfeatures: [D] and [d]; either can be chosen to check [uθ];



•



If [D] is chosen, the whole DP is pied-piped to check the semantically strong [uθ], because [D] is not interpretable on V; this results in standard forward control:



(39)



vP[



the doctor vo



VP[someone{D,d}



advised{D}



medicine ] ] ] ] 10   



TP[



someone{D,d}



To



[ to get



•



If [d] is chosen the DP is not pied-piped because [d] is interpretable on V and is thus sufficient to check [uθ]; this results in the long-distance Agree structure:



(40) •



vP[



the doctor vo VP[ advised{d} TP[ someone{D,d} To [ to get medicine ] ] ] ]



The higher copy of [d] is interpreted as an argument of the main verb, while the lower copy is interpreted as the hidden restrictor of the DP. But since these items are copies, they are interpreted as co-indexed context variables, which explains the RBE.



RBE constructions in PRO-based theories General problems: •



There appears to be no PRO in RBE constructions.



•



The infinitive subject position is filled by an R-expression.



For instance, Landau’s (2000, 2004) Agree-based theory requires a φ-defective anaphoric element for control to be established. There seems to be no such element in RBE constructions. On top of that, Landua’s “R-assignment rule” explicitly bans [R+] expressions for infinitive subject positions – violated in RBE constructions. An additional problem is that the controller cannot be overt in RBE constructios: (41)



Vrač



(*imi)



posovetoval



[nikomu



[iz bol’nyh]] ne



doctor



them



advised



no.one.DAT



of ill.ones



vyhodit’



na ulicu.



go.out



to street



NEG



‘The doctor advised *themi / someonei that none of the ill among themi should go outside’



If control involves two DPs, and the fact that the controllee can be an overt DPs with a hidden restrictors is somehow accounted for, why can’t the controller be overt as in those cases when the controllee is PRO? Landau’s theory does not give a straightforward answer. For MTC, (41) with a overt addressee DP cannot involve control, because the θ-feature on the matrix verb will be checked off by that DP, and so no Agree with the infinitive subject will take place. 11   
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A Parallel with D-Linking



Another domain where the presence of a hidden restrictor appears to play a role is multiple whquestions. Wh-phrases are allowed to violate Superiority in English only if they are D-linked (cf. Pesetsky 1987), i.e. if they have a contextually specified hidden restrictor: (42)



Whoi did you persuade ei to read what?



(43)



??Whatj did you persuade who(m) to read ej?



(44)



Which mani did you persuade ei to read which book?



(45)



Which bookj did you persuade which man to read ej?



(44) is interpreted as: (57’) Which man (of proi) did you persuade to read which book (of proj)? where the reference of proi and proj refer to contextually determined sets of objects. Pesetsky (2000) suggests that in (42) both wh-phrases move to the specifier of the interrogative Cm-spec to satisfy the Multiple-specifier Requirement: Multiple-specifier Requirement of Cm-spec Cm-spec requires more than one wh-specifier. The subject wh-phrase undergoes overt phrasal movement, while the object wh-phrase moves covertly. (43) is ruled out by Superiority: the subject wh-phrase must move first, and in English the first wh-movement must be overt. On the other hand, Pesetsky (2000) shows that in (45) the subject wh-phrase does not undergo phrasal movement at all. He stipulates that questions with D-linked wh-phrases are exempt from the Multiple-specifier Requirement, and can relate to Cm-spec via feature-movement. This pattern seems strikingly similar to the pattern we observed in the domain of control: a phrase is allowed to stay in situ, undergoing long-distance Agree with a head, only if it has a hidden restrictor. Otherwise it must undergo phrasal movement. 12   



And actually, Shields (2008) proposes an analysis of D-linking which conceptually very close to the analysis that I proposed for RBE constructions. The analysis that I proposed can be generalized to capture D-linking data in the following way: •



Cm-spec comes with more than one semantically strong wh-feature, which needs to be checked by a wh-phrase (and in English - one phonologically strong wh-feature, which means that one wh-phrase must move overtly to specCP).



•



[d] features are interpretable on C heads, as well as V and D heads.



Then, in case of non-D-linked wh-phrases: (46)



C [uWH, uWH] ... who [wh, D] ... what [wh, D]



•



The semantically strong [uWH] feature on C probes and finds a [wh] feature on a DP;



•



Since [uWH] is semantically strong and the [wh] feature itself is uninterpretable on C, it has to pied-pipe [D]. But [D] is also uninterpretable on C, so it has to pied-pipe the whole DP;



•



Phrasal movement of the wh-phrase is enforced, resulting in strict Superiority.



In case of D-linked wh-phrases: (47)



C [uWH, uWH] ... who [wh, d, D] ... what [wh, d, D]



•



The semantically strong [uWH] feature on C probes and finds a [wh] feature on a DP;



•



As [uWH] is semantically strong and the [wh] feature is uninterpretable on C, it has to pied-pipe either [d] or [D]. Since [d] is interpretable on C, it is sufficient to check [uWH];



•



Phrasal movement of the subject wh-phrase is not enforced, resulting in apparent violations of Superiority.
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Restrictions on RBE Control



Going back to control structures involving RBE, there are two more important issues that I want to touch upon: conditions restricting the availability of RBE structures with different matrix predicates, and the problem of Case assignment in RBE constructions. RBE constructions are not allowed with subject control predicates: (48) a) * Hochet wants



kto-nibud’



pobedit’ na sorevnovanii



who-nibud’.NOM



win



b) *Kto-nibud’ who-nibud’.NOM



on competition



hochet



pobedit’ na sorevnovanii



wants



win



on competition



Intended: ‘proi want for one of proi won in the competition’ (49) a) * Obesh’al promised b)



??



Kto-nibud’



who-nbud’.NOM



kto-nibud’



iz nih



pomoch



who-nibud’.NOM



of them help



iz nih



obesh’al



pomoch



of them



promised



help



Intended: ‘proi promised that some of proi would help’ RBE constructions also become worse with most non-speech act object control predicates: (50)



(Context: a group of students planned to skip a class together) ??



Uchitel’ pomeshal



teacher



prevented



nikomu



iz uchenikov



no one.DAT of students



ne



priyti na zanyatiye



NEG come on class



Intended: ‘The teacher prevented all the students from not attending the class’ But not all of them: (51)



Pravil’naya rassadka gostey



na



guests.GEN on



svad’be



correct



seating



pomozhet



nikomu



will.help



no one.DAT of them NEG get.bored



iz nih



ne



wedding zaskuchat’



‘Seating guests on the wedding in the correct way will help to keep all of them from getting bored’ 14   



It is not completely clear what factors play a role. A possible generalization is that RBE is only possible with predicates which allow for an implicit argument in the controller position. Thus, object control verbs such as advise, order, tell etc. easily allow for implicit control in Russian: (52)



(Context: The teacher walked into a classroom) Uchitel’ posovetoval / prikazal / velel



otkyt’ okno



teacher



open window



advised / ordered / told



‘The teacher advised / ordered / told (the students in the class) to open the window’ Subject control verbs disallow implicit control: (53)



(Context: The teacher walked into a classroom)



* Hot’eli



otkyt’ okno



wanted



open window



Intended: ‘(The students in the class) wanted to open the window’. The availability of RBE constructions with non-speech act control predicates also seems to correlate with the availability of implicit control” (54)



(Context: The teacher walked into a classroom) ??



Uchitel’ pomeshal



teacher



prevented



otkyt’ okno open window



‘The teacher prevented (the students in the class) to open the window’ (55)



(Context: The teacher walked into a classroom) Uchitel’ pomog



otkyt’ okno



teacher



open window



helped



‘The teacher helped (the students in the class) to open the window’ If this generalization indeed holds, it could mean that certain θ-features generally require fullfledged DP do be merged with their verbal heads, and this is reminiscent of the classic EPP. Such features would then ban both implicit control (taken that implicit arguments do not qualify as full-fledged DPs), and RBE control.
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A similar generalization might also hold cross-linguistically. In English most speech-act object control predicates do not allow for implicit control: (56)



*The teacher asked / advised / ordered to open the door.



This may explain why my English informants reject a narrow scope interpretation of the indefinite in (51), which means that RBE constructions are not allowed with these predicates: (57)



The teacher asked / advised / ordered someone to open the door. someone> asked, advised, ordered; *asked, advised, ordered>someone



7



Issues of Case



I have been tacitly assuming that Case on the object DP in RBE constructions is assigned by the matrix verb, and that no case is assigned by the infinitive T: (58)



the doctor advised [someone to get medicine] θ-Agree Case



This is the standard assumption for Forward Control constructions within MTC, which is taken to explain why control is necessary in these cases in the first place, i.e. why we can’t have two unrelated DP in the matrix and infinitive clauses. It can similarly be taken to explain why an overt addressee in (53) (repeated from 41) is ungrammatical even on a reading without any binding relation: (59)



Vrač



(*im)



posovetoval



[nikomu



[iz bol’nyh]] ne



doctor



them.DAT



advised



no.one.DAT



of ill.ones



vyhodit’



na ulicu.



go.out



to street



NEG



‘The doctor advised *them / someonei that none of the ill among themi should go outside’
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Again, compare this to the structure with subjunctive complements: (60)



Vrač



im



posovetoval



doctor



them.DAT advised



ne



vyhodil



NEG



go.out.SUBJ



shtoby



nikto



that.SUBJ



no.one.NOM of ill.ones



iz bol’nyh



na ulicu. to street



‘The doctor advised them that none of the ill should go outside’



Arguably, (54) is allowed while (53) is not, because case is assigned to the subject in subjunctive clauses, but not in infinitives. The assumption that Case comes from the matrix predicate is also supported by the fact that if the matrix predicate assigns Accusative, rather than Dative, the object DP in RBE constructions surfaces with Accusative, although the whole structure is slightly degraded: (61)



?



Pet’a poprosil nikogo



Pet’a



asked



iz nas



sjuda ne



no one.ACC of us



here



zahodit’.



NEG enter.INF



‘Peter asked that no one of us should enter here’ Dative case here is much worse: (62)



*



Pet’a poprosil nikomu



Pet’a



asked



iz nas



sjuda ne



no one.DAT of us



here



zahodit’.



NEG enter.INF



Intended:‘Peter asked that no one of us should enter here’ But there are problematic cases. Some predicates do not assign Dative at all, but appear to infinitive complements with Dative subjects: (63)



Nevezhlivo



nikomu



iz nas



impolite



no one.DAT of us



ne



priyti na yeyo



NEG come on her



‘It would impolite for none of us to go to her party’.
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vecherinku party



(64)



*Tebe



eto



nevezhlivo



you.DAT this



impolite



Intended: ‘This is impolite of you’ It is well known from the literature that in Russian infinitives can assign Dative under certain conditions (cf. Comrie 1974, Neidle 1988, Baylin 1995, Babby 1998, Moore & Perlmutter 2000), so the existence of (57) is not by itself surprising. What is surprising is the presence of RBE effects in these cases: (65)



#Nevezhlivo nikomu impolite



iz gostey



no one.DAT of guests



ne



poluchit’ podarki



NEG receive



presents



Intended: ‘It would impolite for none of the guests to receive presents’. Since the Dative is assigned within the infinitive clause, what forces the infinitive subject to be referentially dependent? This brings us back to question (b’’): Why do certain clauses require referentially dependent subjects? It seems that the Case story adopted by MTC cannot be the full story. Rather, it seems that what is significant is the type of complement clause involved (Russian bare infinitive vs Russian subjunctive vs English for-infinitives), and this can potentially be represented by features on heads in the complementizer domain. Conclusions •



Hidden restrictors on DPs are syntactically active, and their effect can be given a systematic account across different domains.



•



Evidence form Russian control suggests that there are empirical reasons to favor MTC over PRO-based approaches to control.



•



The account of referential dependency within the MTC needs to be refined.
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